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warning: 
this slide show may change your life…

“What you know you can't explain, but you feel it. You've 
felt it your entire life, that there's something wrong with 
the world. You don't know what it is, but it's there, like a 
splinter in your mind, driving you mad.”

Morpheus, The Matrix, 1999 



Do you feel it too? 
There is something horribly wrong in our nation…

You want to do something, but don’t know where to start…

You can’t quite put your finger on it…



There is something horribly wrong in our nation…

first: you need to make a decision…

You want to do something, but don’t know where to start…

You can’t quite put your finger on it…

Do you feel it too? 



“Take the blue pill, where the story ends, you wake up in 
your bed and believe whatever you want to believe.”

“Take the red pill, where you stay in wonderland, and I 
show you how deep the rabbit hole goes.”

Morpheus, The Matrix 1999



Remember all we are offering 
is the truth, nothing more…



To prevent us from going down the wrong road, 
we need to understand how our nation came to be, 

and how things should be.



democracy

republic
or



what is the difference



For a better 
understanding, go to 

www.youtube.com/user
/nebraskarepublic and 
view the video titled 

democracy vs. republic



Point # 1

You cannot create 
an artificial entity and 

give it more power 
than you!



Our Founding Fathers created our Nation’s founding 
documents based upon God’s Laws.

GOD’s law



God’s laws also include instructions on how to 
interact with others and how to self-govern 
ourselves and our civilian government.  

Of primary importance are the concepts           
of not harming others, as well as            
property ownership and Rights.  

GOD’s law



Sovereign man is 
made in His image 
and is subject to, or 
ruled by, His laws. 

example:  gravity and time

the Father created sovereign man



sovereign man

sovereign man can hold 
sovereignty over land he 

stewards for the 
CREATOR.



The government has NO JURISDICTION 
in any way, shape, or form over this land

sovereign man

You, the sovereign men and women,
are the power of civilian government.

The sovereign man created a government



There can only be one government.

the people are the government



the people are the government

Our nation, for the first time in the history of the world, recognized and 
affirmed that God made the People individually sovereign. 

This power was not given to any king, ruler, or government.



the people are the government

power was reserved:

TO
FOR
BY

FROM

the people

the people

the people

the people



the flow of power

Government

Corporations

Sovereign Man
(Sovereign people of the United States)

Sovereign Father



Under constitutional federalism, the 
power flows from the creator to the 
created.  The people created the 
government…it did not create you!  

You are the seat of power.  

The government is restricted in 
what it can and cannot do.  

The federal level is merely a 
service agency to the state.

the flow of power

Government

Corporations

Sovereign Man
(Sovereign people of the United States)

Sovereign Father



Remember: created entities cannot have 
more power than their creator!



Sovereign man on the soil of this 
nation created civilian government, 
and decreed that it is to be a National 
Republican government in form (the 
written framework), flow and style, thus 
creating a limited government not to 
infringe upon one’s sovereignty. 

in the beginning

Absolute power and authority was 
reserved only to the entire national 
sovereign people of a single    
republican seat of government.



Prior to the adoption of the federal 
Constitution, states possessed 
unlimited and unrestricted sovereignty 
and retained the same ever afterward. 

Upon entering the Union, they retained 
all their original power and 
sovereignty.

Blair v. Ridgely, 97 D. 218,249, S.P. 

state sovereignty

in the beginning



Point # 2

the bill of rights
was created to 

limit the government
not man!



So where did things go wrong



When the Southern States (anti-federalist and states-rights 
advocates) seceded, Congress could not make a quorum. 

On March 28, 1861, it adjourned sine die (Latin: without a  
day); that is, without announcing when it would reconvene. 

It thereby vacated the de jure (lawful)                
constitutional government.  

the true civil war





This created a state of emergency. 

There was no civilian government 
left in place, so military rule was 

required to maintain order





the de jure              
(Republic)                     
seats were vaccated

the de facto        
(Democratic, U.S. corporate) 
seats were occupied 

Neither the State 
legislatures elected 
Senators as prescribed by 
the organic Constitution.

vacancy



Point # 3

the republic is still there
it is just sitting empty



In 1861 the con-federate states were the only de jure constitutionalized
government upon seceding to preserve their state’s rights. 

There was no northern government left with which to sign a peace treaty. 

Lincoln declared martial law April 24th, 1863 by General Order number 
100. 

martial law

This condition of martial law is still in effect today
and is renewed by each successive president!



Point # 4

a second government is formed
(de Facto – unlawful)



On February 21, 1871, Congress passed an Act titled: An 
Act To Provide A Government for the District of Columbia,”
also known as the Act of 1871.

(See “Acts of the Forty-First Congress,” Section 34, Session III, chapters 61 and 62.) 

a separate government formed



With this act, and with no constitutional authority, 
Congress created a separate form of government for the 
District of Columbia, a ten-mile square parcel of land.

a separate government formed



the Constitution  for the United States of America

constitutions

the Constitution  of the United States of America



the Constitution  for the United States of America

constitutions



the Constitution  of the United States of America

constitutions

The Constitution of the United States of America, U.S. Senate 
version W. Hickey, 7th Ed., Philadelphia 1874.

Note the all capital 
THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

on the corporate constitution



“The idea prevails with some, indeed it has 
expression in arguments at the bar, that we 
have in this country substantially two national 
governments; one to be maintained under the 
Constitution, with all its restrictions; the other to 
be maintained by Congress outside and 
independently of that instrument, by exercising 
such powers as other nations of the earth are 
accustomed to... I take leave to say that, if the 
principles thus announced should ever receive 
the sanction of a majority of this court, a radical 
and mischievous change in our system will 
result. We will, in that event, pass from the era 
of constitutional liberty guarded and protected 
by a written constitution into an era of legislative 
absolutism... It will be an evil day for American 
Liberty if the theory of a government outside the 
Supreme Law of the Land finds lodgment in our 
Constitutional Jurisprudence. No higher duty 
rests upon this court than to exert its full 
authority to prevent all violation of the   
principles of the Constitution.”

Honorable Supreme Court 
Justice John Harlan

1901 Downes v. Bidwell. 

182 U.S. 244,381 (A.D. 1901)
Downes v. Bidwell



how can this be



Answer: The founding documents can only be changed 
by the will of the people, or the document being changed 
is simply a corporate document that has no relation to 
our true republican form of government. 

The original jurisdiction documents, amended by the people, 
have not changed since A.D. 1815.

how can this be

Question: If sovereign created a government by using 
founding documents that limited that government, how is 
it possible that now the government, at will, changes that 
document to suit itself?



The Act of 1871 created a “municipal corporation”
to govern the District of Columbia. 

This corporation refers to itself as the             
“UNITED STATES.”

This Act placed Congress in control as board of 
directors of the corporation, whose purpose was to 
act as the governing body over the municipality.

This facilitated its directing business under      
martial law and permitted it to engage in corporate 
activities prohibited by the Constitution.  

Congress could then pass any law it                
desired to apply within the ten-mile squared              
of the District of Columbia. 

the District of Columbia
Organic Act of 1871



the District of Columbia
Organic Act of 1871

The Act of 1871 also called for adopting a 
corporate constitution (for U.S. Corp.) identical to 
the Constitution for the united States of America, 
minus the original 13th amendment, which forbid 
titles of nobility.  

The new corporate “government” empowered 
attorneys to wield power directly, whereas the  
13th amendment to the original, national 
constitution prohibits that. 

Under corporate rules, policy is simply dictated, 
not ratified.

Adopt – “The receiving as one’s own…that is not natural.”



the District of Columbia
Organic Act of 1871

http://memory.loc.gov/cgi-bin/ampage?collId=llsl&fileName=016/llsl016.db&recNum=455



the ratified and published Article 13 of 
the Constitution for the United States of America…

the 13th amendment



the un-ratified Article 13 of 
the Constitution of the United States of America…

the 13th amendment

Section 1  Neither slavery nor involuntary 
servitude, except as a punishment for crime 
whereof the party shall have been duly 
convicted, shall exist within the United States, 
or any place subject to their jurisdiction.

Section 2  Congress shall have power to   
enforce this article by appropriate legislation.”

The principle intent of the "missing" 
13th Amendment was to prohibit lawyers
from serving in government, as all lawyers
have a title of nobility – that of esquire.

esquire:                                                               
A title of dignity next in degree below a knight.



THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
U.S. GOVERNMENT
UNITED STATES
US CORP
U.S.A.
U.S.

U.S.A. trademarked
UNITED STATES CORPORATION has 
limited jurisdiction only over the District 
of Columbia, any properties ceded to it, 
and any territories owned by it.  

Some of the trademarked names are:



U.S. Code Title 28, 3002(15):

“United States” means…

(a) A federal corporation;

(b)  An agency, department, commission, board,    
or other entity of the United States; 

or

An instrumentality of the United States

the UNITED STATES is



U.S. Code Title 26, 7701:

(9)   United States

The term “United States” when used in a geographical 
sense  includes only the States and the District of Columbia.

(10)  State

The term “State” shall be construed to include the District 
of Columbia,  where such construction is necessary to carry out 
provisions of this title.

the UNITED STATES is

term - means the word or phrase has another meaning than what is commonly understood
include - means includes ONLY

Careful reading reveals that the UNITED STATES consists exclusively of the District of Columbia!



The jurisdiction of        
the UNITED STATES is 

limited:              

www.boundarystones.org

the UNITED STATES jurisdiction

District of Columbia 

miles 
squared 



The Conscription Act is the foundation of Presidential 
Executive Orders authority.  

It was enhanced in 1917 by the Trading with the Enemy Act       
(Public Law 65-91, 65th Congress, Session1, Chapters 105, 106, October 6, 1917)  

Further enhanced in 1933 with the Emergency War Powers 
Act, renewed every two years by the president. 

the conscription act



Please note the all capital corporate name!  
Also note that ‘America’ isn’t even on the seal. 

the conscription act

Together these acts address the people of the              
United States as the enemy, not the sovereigns of the 
United States of America.  

These “people” are 14th amendment citizens of the U.S., 
created by the UNITED STATES, i.e., a “U.S. CITIZEN.”



In 1916 Woodrow Wilson was re-elected by an Electoral College  
that was not confirmed by a constitutionally set Senate.  

The only confirmation was a corporate one; therefore,           
Woodrow Wilson was not confirmed into office as President of         
the United States of America, but instead was confirmed as U.S. 
Corporation’s president.

Woodrow Wilson retained the        
title Commander-in-Chief as it      
is not bound to the Presidency. 

This was  demonstrated            
by Adam’s appointment of 
George Washington as 
Commander-in-Chief.

the first unconfirmed president



The Buck Act of 1940 allowed any department of the Federal government        
to create a “federal area” for the imposition of the Public Salary Tax Act at:        

4 U.S.C.S. Section 111

The term “state” included any Territory or possession of the United States.     
4 U.S.C.S. section 110(d) 

The term “federal area” means any lands or premises held or acquired by       
or for the use of the Untied States or any department or establishment, or 

agency of the United States; any federal area, or any part thereof, which is 
located within the exterior boundaries of any State shall be deemed        

to be a federal area located within such State.
4 U.S.C.S. section 110(e)

buck act of 1940
4 USCS



federal reserve districts
12 federal reserve districts



is not federal
there’s no reserve

federal reserve



In 1944, U.S. Corp arranged            
for the IMF (International Monetary 

Fund), a foreign corporation, to quit 
claim the U.S. Corporation and use 

the U.S. treasury as the IMF’s
drawing account.

Circa 1944: Delegates from 44 
nations posed on the lawn of the  

Mount Washington Hotel in 
Bretton Woods, New Hampshire.

the bretton woods agreement



This means that the for-profit 
corporation known as the UNITED 
STATES is owned by the IMF, a 

foreign owned entity.

the international monetary fund (IMF)



Since the organic and State 
Constitutions forbid operating         
in business with foreign currency 
(Federal Reserve Notes), the states 
became sub-corporations of        
U.S. Corp. 

Identified as the STATE OF X           
in all capital letters.  

Immediately, the corporate      
STATES began adopting U.S. Corp. 
uniform codes and licensing to 
exercise control of the people.  

sub-corporations
U.S. Corporation



Since the organic and State 
Constitutions forbid operating         
in business with foreign currency 
(Federal Reserve Notes), the states 
became sub-corporations of        
U.S. Corp. 

Identified as the STATE OF X           
in all capital letters.  

Immediately, the corporate      
STATES began adopting U.S. Corp. 
uniform codes and licensing to 
exercise control of the people.  

Government only governed   
itself and corporations. 
People were self-governed. 
Such is the nature of the 
Constitutional Republic.

sub-corporations
U.S. Corporation



And be it further enacted, that the said legislative assembly 
shall have power to create by general law, modify, repeal, or 
amend, within said District, corporations aggregate for 
religious, charitable, educational, industrial, or commercial 
purposes, and to define their powers and liabilities: Provided, 
That the powers of corporations  so created shall be limited to 
the District of Columbia.

The Act of 1871 Sec. 28 

miles squared



miles squared

U.S. Corp.’s original jurisdiction is the ten-mile squared               
of the District of Columbia. It has authority over itself and   
its creations.

Therefore, the STATE OF NEBRASKA jurisdiction, as a             
sub-corporation of U.S. Corp., is also the ten-mile squared         
of the District of Columbia. 



State means the District of Columbia or the Commonwealth of 
Puerto Rico or any state, territory, possession, or other 
jurisdiction of the United States other than the state of 
Nebraska.

“State”

Remember, the Act of 1871 stated: “the powers of 
corporations so created shall be limited to the District of 
Columbia.”

The STATE OF NEBRASKA is merely a sub-corporation of the 
UNITED STATES.

The STATE OF NEBRASKA has no jurisdiction on or over the     
state of Nebraska, the Republic!



The STATE OF NEBRASKA consists 
exclusively of corporate UNITED STATES 

property within the boundaries of the           
state of Nebraska.



what does this mean to you



Point # 5

the only thing left 
to incorporate

is YOU!



Now almost everyone in our nation    
has reduced themselves to the status   
of a 14th amendment citizen, aka ‘US 
CITIZEN,’ with only the rights and 
privileges granted by the corporation 
and subject to Roman Civil Law.

Remember the power flow?  

Government can only control           
what it creates, so it was necessary      
to incorporate you!

amendment citizens

th



person:  “term may include     
labor organizations, partnerships, 
associations, corporations, legal 
representatives, trustees, trustees 
in bankruptcy, or receivers…

Scope and delineation of term is 
necessary for determining those 
to whom Fourteenth Amendment 
of Constitution affords protection 
since this Amendment expressly 
applies to “person.”

Black’s Law Dictionary, Sixth Edition

defining a   person



strawman
A “front”; a third party who is       
put up in name only to take part      
in a transaction.  Nominal party to 
a transaction; one who acts as an 
agent for another for the purpose 
of taking title to real property and 
executing whatever documents 
and instruments the principal 
may direct respecting the 
property.    

Black’s Law Dictionary, Sixth Edition



strawman
An entity, such as a corporation, 
created by law and given certain 
legal rights and duties of a 
human being; a being, real or 
imaginary, who for the purpose  
of legal reasoning is treated more 
or less as a human being.        

Also termed fictitious person; 
juristic person; legal person;            
moral person.

Black’s Law Dictionary, Seventh Edition



the strawman is not you
It is a trust that you give life to 

by using the number and accepting 
the name of the strawman. 



Every time you sign a standardized form or application for your 
STATE, COUNTY, or CITY, it is most likely an adhesion contract         
(written for their benefit) making you a 14th amendment person,            
subject to their statutes and codes. 

adhesion contracts
what happens to you?



adhesion contracts



social security act of 1935
HR 7260

About 1935, Americans started engaging in a relationship 
(adhesion contract) with the Social Security 
Administration (SSA). The purpose is to generate funds 
for the General Trust Fund. The SSA gives everyone a 
card that does not belong to them. They are to hold it and 
endorse it, thus giving it consciousness and physical 
reality                     (v. fictional capacity).       

This acceptance makes one a fiduciary                   
(trustee capacity) for the actual owner                         
of the card. 

Now the holder of the card is in a trust! 



Your vote is 
CORPORATE!

When you fill out a voter 
registration you give up        

your sovereignty.

corporate voting



The Tax Code represents the genius 
of legal fiction... 

The IRS has never really known         
why people pay income taxes... 

The IRS encourages      
voluntary compliance,   

through fear.

Jack Warren Wade, Jr.,  
Former IRS officer

compliance through fear 



The Tax Code represents the genius 
of legal fiction... 

The IRS has never really known         
why people pay income taxes... 

The IRS encourages      
voluntary compliance,   

through fear.

Jack Warren Wade, Jr.,  
Former IRS officer

compliance through fear 

A Notable Point:
Jack Wade, Jr. was in charge              
of the IRS nationwide revenue
officer training program.



power to plunder 

The U.S. Corporation maintains its   
power over the people and continues    
to plunder the sovereign people of this 
nation through fear, ignorance and 
adhesion contracts! 

Government funded schooling helps 
to ensure this.



how big is the problem



The de facto Government is NOT        
subject to the consent of the governed. 

Rather, the governed are subject to the  
whim and greed of the corporation, 
which has stretched beyond the ten-
mile square parcel of land known as the 
District of Columbia, encroaching into 
every state of the Republic.

Mind you, the corporation                          
has NO jurisdiction outside of                   
the District of Columbia. 

THEY just want you to think they do.

de facto encroachment



People are so scared of the           
That we avoid danger rather       
than standing up for what is right, 
putting our faith in the illusion         
of safety.

People today fearfully avoid  
political issues and instead blindly 
obey what the corporate policy 
makers say.  As a nation, we have 
abdicated our sovereignty and   
have returned to slavery. 

fear  of the de facto



You must be made aware that the members of Congress do NOT work for you. 
Rather, they serve the government of the Corporation known as THE UNITED 
STATES. This is why we can’t get them to do anything on our behalf or to answer  
to us-as in the case with the illegal income tax and H.R. 4872 Health Care and Education 
Reconciliation Act of 2010, Public Law No: 111-152; among many other things.  Contrary to 
popular belief, they are NOT our civil servants. 

They serve the corporate government and carry out its bidding.  
They operate by corporate policy, not law. 

U.S. Congress
not our civil servants



The great number of  U.S. Corp.      
committees, administrative 
agencies and departments that    
the Congress has created all work 
together like a multi-headed entity 
to oversee the various corporate 
departments. 

Every single one of them that 
operates outside the District of 
Columbia is in violation of the law. 

The government of the corporate 
U.S. has no jurisdiction or authority 
in ANY state of the Republic 
beyond the District of Columbia. 

Unless you contract with them. 

multi-headed entity



The UNITED STATES Corporate        
government is a corporate 
instrument  of the international 
bankers. 

This means all U.S. CITIZENS    
are owned by a foreign corporation 
from birth to death. 

who has ownership



U.S. Courtrooms



All U.S. courts are military tribunals as evidenced by courtrooms 
displaying the gold military fringed flag of the executive. The court fails 
to serve due process, because they always summon the all-capital 
ROMAN/MILITARY LAW STRAW MAN NAME that sounds like           
your name.                                           

They do not summon you.

U.S. Courtrooms



The premise is that if a frog is 
placed in boiling water, it will jump 
out, but if it is placed in cold water 
that is slowly heated, it will not 
perceive the danger and will be 
cooked to death. This is a metaphor 
of the inability of people to react    
to significant changes that          
occur gradually.

The water of this nation is about        
to boil, and it’s time to get out of      
the matrix!

frog boiling time



where do we go from here

The Matrix is a system, Neo. That system is our enemy. But when you're 
inside, you look around, what do you see? Businessmen, teachers,
lawyers, carpenters. The very minds of the people we are trying to save. 
But until we do, these people are still a part of that system... You have to 
understand, most of these people are not ready to be unplugged. And 
many of them are so inert, so hopelessly dependent on the system, that 
they will fight to protect it.        

Morpheus, The Matrix (1999)



political will

No one else is able to stand up for who and what you are. Only you    
have the power and responsibility to do so. Your organic state constitution 
grants you the right to decree your Political Will. You may do so at any 
time. It is presumed that you are already a 14th amendment citizen, and 
this is your opportunity to rebut that presumption.

It’s up to you



These Corporate fictions are not your government, they are private 
foreign corporations. They are not yours. Why waste time trying to fix 
them? Simply repopulate the original jurisdiction Republic on which 
you stand. This is why we assemble. We the people, on the soil of   
our county, are re-establishing the lawful civilian government.          
This government has jurisdiction over the martial law military.

Do you have any known duty
to act as a legal fiction?

corporate fictions



We the people do not need to attack or try to change 
the de facto government in this nation right now.    
The corporation is destroying itself.

abolish the de facto government?



the declaration of independence



We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all men are created equal, that they are       
endowed by their Creator with certain unalienable Rights, that among these are Life,    
Liberty and the pursuit of Happiness. — That to secure these rights, Governments are   
instituted among Men, deriving their just powers from the consent of the governed, That 
whenever any Form of Government becomes destructive of these ends, it is the Right of the 
People to alter or to abolish it, and to institute new Government, laying its foundation on such 
principles and organizing its powers in such form, as to them shall seem most likely to effect 
their Safety and Happiness. 

the declaration of independence



what is the solution?

The republic for the united States


